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Story 1:  
 

Transitioning  

MINDSETS  

(from group to individual lending/borrowing) 



This is one story from the many stories of  

CARD, the Philippines largest provider of  

microfinance  services. 

 1989: CARD pilot-tested the Grameen model (group 
lending) in microfinance services 

 

 2000: problems with the model saw clients dropping 
out from CARD (major problem: imbonuhan). 

    Dr.  Alip,  on seeing the signs of decline,  buried his 
head learning about the ASA technology (“hope”)  

 

 2001: CARD pilot-tested the hybrid model of Grameen  
&  ASA models  (GRASA). This didn’t work. 

 

 

 

 



(The story… continued) 

Within the same year,  2001: GRASA  was scrapped; 
and CARD decided to work on engineering a 
Philippine version of the ASA model 

 

 By  mid-2003: CARD  was suffering from repayment 
problems. Immediately,  Dr Alip “imported” 
technical expertise from ASA  founder, Shafiqual 
Hague Choudhury. 

 

 



(The story… continued) 

 From  2004 – 2007: Work on the ASA system was 
made under the technical assistance led by 
Shafique. 

 

 By  2015: CARD had fully recovered from the 
repayment crisis 



The anchors on which CARD leveraged  with 

the crises from Grameen to ASA  technology  

 Client-focused  (SENSITIVITY to those served) 
 Culture of listening to clients’ voices and responding to 

these voices 
 Humility  (LEADERSHIP) 
 Equally strong   top and middle management 

(STRUCTURE) 
 The frontliners are imbued with passion to work with 

the poor (SHARED ASPIRATION) 
 Balancing financial  &  social  performance 

(SUSTAINABILITY) 
 Unconditional rootedness in its core values (FIDELITY to 

VM) 



Where this transition  story has  brought CARD 

 From  ONE institution, CARD has grown  to 14  institutions 
(as of to date) 
 

 Now, CARD re-named to CARD MRI delivers not only 
microfinance but also social services to more than 3 Million 
members 

    Specifically: employment to more than 10,000 staff,  
thousands of individuals assisted by its SME  &  microfinance 
programs, education to 800, 000 clients, 100,000 savers 
converted to stockholders, granted 6,086 scholarships, 
health services to 1.67 million microfinance clients, medical 
checkup to over 30, 000 individuals 

 
 CARD  MRI  has maintained sound and healthy  financial 

status  

 



(End of  this transition story… for now ) 

 

LESSONS  LEARNED 

An organization that cares for its people and 
considers them its most valuable resource will be 
rewarded with loyalty 

 

Shared decision-making builds ownership 

 

Continuous learning, re-calibrating one’s ways of 
doing, never allowing operations to get stucked 



Story  2:  
 

Transitioning  

an NGO  

to a BANK 



(The story begins …) 

 With the proliferation of microfinance NGOs, BSP 
started regulating the emerging industry… believing 
that microfinance operations from the NGOs must 
operate within the regular banking framework and 
as such must comply with the regulatory 
requirements. 

 

 It took CARD 7 months and 12 days to comply as 
BSP required. Paperwork was tedious and 
voluminous. 



(The story  continued thus …) 

 CARD’s  “Certificate of Authority to Open the Bank” 
was granted by BSP on August  27, 1997. 

 

 This came as a gift to the members because one of 
the premises of CARD  Bank is …that the members 
will become owners or stockholders. 

 



Landmark features of  the shift from  an 

NGO  to  a  Micro-oriented  Bank 

 From  Members  to Owners  (as Stockholders) 

 

 From  NGO-culture to a Bank-culture  (e.g. physical 
setting of office, behaviours in a bank office, etc) 

 

 From  SEC to BSP regulated 

 

 From  adverse  to  handholding relations 

 

 



The  Challenges 

 
 Always  learning and getting updated on the 

movements and developments in the banking industry 
 

 Non-stop capacity building of the owner-members in 
governance  of a bank  
 

 Shifting  of mindsets must accompany the 
organizational steps 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Managing Transitions  

invites  

both 

SMALL & BIG 

steps  

outside-the-box 



Change in 
position 

TRANSITION There’s a point 
of departure 

There’s a point 
of destiny 

Movement  
from and on 

to… 



The Necessary Implication of  Any 

Transition  is 

         

CHANGE 



Managing Transitions  

becomes  

synonymous  

with 

  

Organization Development 

(a.k.a. Planned  Change! 

Contextualized in Systemic  Thinking) 



An  OD  Roadmap  in 

Broadstrokes 

Lead the Planned 
Change 

Sustain the 
Planned Change 

Plan the Planned 
Change 

Manage the 
Planned Change 

PLANNED 

CHANGE 



A Generic OD Framework 
(Translating Planned Change – such as – 

 Managing Transitions in an OD FW) 

INPUT THROUGHPUT OUTPUT 

Define/Support 
• The 

needs/situation 
compelling 
transitions 

• Where to? What 
about? 

Identify 
intervention to 
bring the 
organization 
to the desired 
state Implement 

Pilot/Trial of 
identified 
intervention
s 

Claim the 
desired 
effects of the 
transition? 

Feedback (including monitoring and assessment) 



Let’s try out  This  Handle 

(the session’s  takeaway gift) 



The  Intersection  Conversations 



IC is a  

Process of  

Sustained  

Dialogue 



THE  FRAMEWORK: 4 + 1  FORMAT 

1ST   WHO 

2ND  WHAT 3RD   WHY 

4TH    HOW 

5th      NOW WHAT? 



A Quick Exercise   

Using Intersection Conversations  

as Tool in Initiating a Transitioning Move 

   

 

AN  INVITATION 

 
In our current condition,  
there is  a compelling   situation we all must recognize  
NOW - transitioning  into  the changes defined  by  the 
new leadership.  If all are  engaged in  sustained  
conversations  towards  defining a  common  aspiration &  
common outcome, what could change? 
 



 

The  Inquiry 

 
What  do we ardently wish for our 

country in terms  

of  including members of  the CPP-NPA  

in the new leadership team  

of  President-elect Digong?  



1st   Round 

WHO  am I 

vis-a-vis  the 

Inquiry  

topics of   

aspiration, 

the desired 

society, etc? 

 
SHARE  

Your ideas 

on/about  

the inquiry 

topic 
 



 

2nd  Round 

T
h

e
  

In
d

iv
id

u
a

l 

Issues  
I 

Can work 
on i 

Issues 
WE 

Can work 
on 

Lows 

Highs 

What is the 

geography 

like (Highs 

and Lows) 

in the 

country? 

The Organization 

  What is 

this issue 

we are in? 



3rd    Round 

a)   Why am I concerned?  
     Why should we be concerned? 
 
b) What do we want to solve? 
 
c)  What if these were solved? 
      What if these don’t get solved? 
 
d)  How sure are we that these are root causes  (?) 
and not just symptoms (?) Why? 



4th  Round 

a) How are the issues related?  

     What connections do we see? 

 

b) How  am  I /are we connected to these  
issues? 

 

c) How have we been affected by these 
issues? 



5th   Round (in a larger group)- (Now -  

what?) 

ME WE 

What 

should 

 I do?  

(Re-

issues) 

What can 

We do 

together? 

(Re-

issues) 



Process the  conversations 

  

as a possible beginning point  

when one is tasked to commence work 

 in Managing Transitions. 



Do a self-quick scan (after the 

conversations) to determine within 

yourself  any of  the following  

signs: 

  
       a) increased awareness (about the issues),  

 

             b) an “opening” in your                 

viewpoint  (or, thinking)  about the issue,   

 

       c) and “a strong push” to do something 



In sum: The  Intersection  Conversations 

… create  

 a  s p a c e 

 for : 

  

A. 

STRETCHING 

AWARENESS 

B.  

EXPLORING 

PERSPECTIVES  

C. 

DISCOVERING 

MEANINGFUL 

RESPONSES 

FROM POLARIZED 

GROUPS IN THE 

ORGANIZATION 
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